APPROVED BUILDING ELEVATION KEY (DOCKET # LPC-19-21666)
1. PROPOSED STOREFRONT

- **STOREFRONT INFILL**
  - **Pepper Corn** | Sherwin Williams

- **CORNICE, SASHBAND, AND MOLDING**
  - To match existing

- **DOOR HANDLE, PUSH AND KICK PLATE**
  - **Urban Dark Bronze** | Ashley Norton

2. PROPOSED STOREFRONT COLOR SWATCHES

- A: **STOREFRONT INFILL**
  - **Pepper Corn** | Sherwin Williams

- B: CORNICE, SASHBAND, AND MOLDING
  - To match existing

- C: DOOR HANDLE, PUSH AND KICK PLATE
  - **Urban Dark Bronze** | Ashley Norton

3. STOREFRONT SECTION

- **EXISTING MASONRY FACADE ABOVE**
- **NEW BUILT UP WOOD CORNICE AND MOLDING**
- **TO MATCH EXISTING**
- **FIXED DOUBLE PANEL IGU TEMPERED GLASS WINDOWS**
  - U-FACTOR = .38
- **INSULATED GLASS TRANSOM LIGHT**

4. SECTION

- **EXISTING 2 HR RATED CEILING**
- **DOUBLE PANEL BIFOLD WINDOWS**
- **RECESSED TRACK**
- **PAINTED GLASS**
- **WOOD COLUMN**
- **SOLID WOOD BASEMENT**

5. DOOR SECTION

- **CONCRETE SLOPE TO EXISTING FLOOR**
- **6"**
- **1'-9"**

- **NEW BUILT UP WOOD CORNICE AND MOLDING**
- **TO MATCH EXISTING**

- **EXISTING BROWNSTONE SILL BELTCOURSE**

- **INSULATED GLASS TRANSOM LIGHT**
- **6"**

- **ALIGN FACE OF WOOD COLUMN W/ EXIST CAST IRON PILASTER**

- **NEW INFILL SIDEWALK**

- **CONCRETE SLOPE EXISTING FLOOR**
- **6"**

- **PAINTED MDF RECESSED TRACK**

- **CMU STRUCTURAL BASE**
- **DOUBLE PANNE BIFOLD WINDOWS**
- **EXISTING 2 HR RATED CEILING**

6. STOREFRONT INFILL

- **PROPOSED STOREFRONT COLOR SWATCHES**

- **A:** **STOREFRONT INFILL**
  - **Pepper Corn** | Sherwin Williams

- **B:** CORNICE, SASHBAND, AND MOLDING
  - To match existing

- **C:** DOOR HANDLE, PUSH AND KICK PLATE
  - **Urban Dark Bronze** | Ashley Norton
8 OPEN STOREFRONT - 450 AMSTERDAM AVE

8 OPEN STOREFRONT - 442 AMSTERDAM AVE

8 OPEN STOREFRONT - 462 AMSTERDAM AVE

8 OPEN STOREFRONT - 422 AMSTERDAM AVE